ABSTRACT: We consider twist-1, 2 operators in planar AE superconformal ChernSimons ABJM theory. We derive higher order anomalous dimensions from integrability and test various QCD-inspired predictions known to hold in AE SYM. In particular, we show that the asymptotic anomalous dimensions display intriguing remnants of GribovLipatov reciprocity and Low-Burnett-Kroll logarithmic cancellations. Wrapping effects are also discussed and shown to be subleading at large spin.
Introduction
Integrability in AdS/CFT correspondence [1] is a deep and intriguing feature linking the gauge and string theory dynamics. As a welcome tool, it offers the worth possibility of performing unexpectedly easy higher order calculations on the gauge theory side. This major outcome opens the way to the investigation of hidden properties of the perturbative expansion. An important example of these general considerations is AE SYM in Ë Ì duality, at least in the planar 't Hooft limit. The pure gauge sector is universal and independent on the large amount of supersymmetry. Thus, it is sensible to test QCDinspired physical conjectures which find their origin in the gauge dynamics. In particular, one can consider the so-called twist operators belonging to the sl´¾µ sector of AE SYM.
These are single trace composite operators with arbitrarily large Lorentz spin AE carried by covariant derivatives. In QCD, twist-2 anomalous dimensions ´AEµ enter the evolution equations of deep inelastic scattering (DIS) and are physically very relevant [2] . The analysis of ´AEµ suggests, among others, the following three basic predictions about the large AE (quasi-elastic) regime:
(a) Logarithmic scaling. The large AE dominant term is logarithmic, ´AEµ ´ µ ÐÓ AE,
where ´ µ is the universal cusp anomalous dimension [3, 4, 5, 6] .
(b) Gribov-Lipatov reciprocity. This is a crossing relation which implies an infinite set of constraints on the subleading terms appearing in the large AE expansion of ´AEµ [7, 8, 9] .
(c) Low-Burnett-Kroll wisdom. The anomalous dimension ´AEµ develops high powers of ÐÓ AE increasing with the perturbative order, the leading terms being of the forḿ ÐÓ ´AE µ AEµ . Nevertheless, many of these terms are inherited from lower order calculations. This is independent on (b) and can be traced back to quite general old results simply related to gauge invariance [10] .
The status of these predictions can be looked upon in the perspective of AdS/CFT duality. Logarithmic scaling, property (a), is well established and understood both in gauge theory [5] and in string theory [11] . Quantitatively, the function ´ µ is predicted at all orders in the weak coupling expansion [12] as well as at strong coupling [13] . GribovLipatov reciprocity, property (b), can be understood in terms of crossing symmetry between DIS and its time-like counter part, i.e. · annihilation [7] . It is well tested in the gauge theory up to 5 loops and, surprisingly, it admits wide generalizations extending in some form to larger parts of psu´¾ ¾ µ [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] . Its test in string theory is definitely non trivial as discussed in [21] . The last prediction, property (c), takes its name after Low-Burnett-Kroll (LBK) theorems [10] . As we mentioned, these are old general results which improve the eikonal leading order factorization. They rely on gauge invariance alone and are of a quite general validity. As for (b) it is difficult to test them at strong coupling lacking a systematic way to treat the (quantized) large spin limit.
Despite this admittedly involved and open picture, we immediately notice the following hierarchy among the three predictions. Property (a) has a very simple origin both in the gauge theory where it is related to the universal form of soft gluon emission and in string theory where it is linked to the large spin regime of rotating semiclassical strings. On the opposite side, property (b) is very specific to the SYM gauge dynamics and is rather unclear on the string side. Finally, property (c) stands somewhat in the middle.
Inspired by [22] , we believe that these are valid motivations for investigating the QCD-inspired properties (a), (b) and (c) moving from AE SYM to the ABJM theory [23] . This is a three dimensional Í´AEµ ¢ Í´AEµ gauge theory with four complex scalars in thé AE AE µ representation, their fermionic partners, and a Chern-Simons action with levels
. This theory has AE superconformal symmetry osp´¾ ¾ µ. ABJM can be considered as the low energy theory of AE parallel M2-branes at a C Z singularity. [27, 28] . In [29] , Gromov and Vieira have proposed a set of all-loop Bethe-Ansatz equations for the full osp´¾ ¾ µ theory consistent with the 2 loop analysis and with the superstring algebraic curve at strong coupling [30] . The equations depend on a dressed coupling ´ µ which takes into account the fact that the one-magnon dispersion relation is not protected [31, 32, 33, 34] . Finally, an exact ËÍ´¾ ¾µ ¨ËÍ´¾ ¾µ symmetric Ë-matrix consistent with [29] has been presented in [35] . The important point for our investigation is that twist operators can be found in a sl´¾µ-like sector of ABJM as discussed in [29, 36] . At strong coupling and large spin they behave quite similarly to the corresponding ones in Ë ¢ Ë . In particular their dual string state is a folded string rotating in Ë ¿ with large spin AE and with angular momentum Â ÐÓ AE in CP ¿ [37] in close analogy to the well known folded string solution in Ë ¢ Ë [11] . At weak coupling, they are composite operators in totally different theories. Nevertheless, both AE SCS and AE SYM are integrable and the all-loop Bethe equations in the sl´¾µ sectors are very close. Also, from the leading order analysis of twist-1 operators [36] , it seems that maximal transcendentality Ansätze are feasible. In conclusion, it is very natural to attempt to determine multi-loop anomalous dimensions of twist operators in ABJM and see whether the structural similarity with AE is powerful enough to preserve some remnant of the (a)-(b)-(c) properties.
As is well known, in perturbation theory, the spin AE dependent anomalous dimension ´AEµ is the sum of two pieces, the asymptotic and wrapping contributions. The asymptotic term can be computed rigorously for each AE by means of the all loop Bethe Ansatz equations [29] . The wrapping correction starts at a twist dependent loop order and takes into account finite volume corrections to multi-particle states. In AE , the above QCDinspired properties holds separately for the asymptotic and wrapping contributions.
In this paper, we shall derive several higher order closed expressions for the asymptotic part of the anomalous dimensions of ABJM twist-1 and twist-2 operators. We shall derive these results by combining analytical results based on a suitable Baxter equation and the maximal transcendentality Ansatz so fruitful in the AE case. The obtained expressions can be analyzed in the spirit of looking for special reciprocity or LBK cancellation features. Concerning wrapping effects, they are currently believed to be correctly predicted in AE by generalized Lüscher formulas [38] . For the ABJM theory, we shall present some results obtained in the framework of the recent proposal [39] (see also the developments [40, 41] ).
Twist operators in the sl´¾µ sector of ABJM
The all-loop Bethe equations for ABJM has been proposed in [29] . They can be concisely and conveniently summarized by the following osp´¾ ¾ µ Dynkin diagram (associated with the fermionic ½ grading)
We shall consider twist operators in the sl´¾µ sector where we excite symmetrically the same number AE of Ù and Ù roots. An explicit description of these states as single trace composite operators with length ¾Ä can be found in [36] . As in the AE case, the integer Ä can be identified with the twist of the operator. The Bethe equations involve the deformed spectral parameters Ü ¦ defined by
where ´ µ is the interpolating coupling appearing in the one-magnon dispersion relation.
For twist Ä operators they read (see App. (A.1) of [29] )
The only difference compared with AE SYM is the extra minus sign. This will turn out to be definitely relevant to our analysis 1 . The factor Ë is the dressing phase which will play no role at the perturbative order explored in this paper. A more convenient form for weak coupling expansions is
Everything can be written in terms of the momentum Ô´Ùµ defined by
and using the useful relations
1 The effect of this sign in the thermodynamical limit and at strong coupling is discussed in [34] .
The contribution to the energy/anomalous dimension from the Asymptotic Bethe Ansatz (ABA) equations is
At large AE, we expect ´ µ Ë´ µ ÐÓ AE · ¡ ¡ ¡ with the six-loop cusp anomaly
3. Twist-1
The two-loop problem
The two-loop anomalous dimension is presented in [36] . Here, we derive this result in a different way by using the very efficient Baxter function formalism. The Bethe Ansatz equations are
The Baxter polynomial associated to the ground state is
It obeys the equivalent leading order Baxter equation
The solution to this recurrence obeying the polynomiality condition is
It follows that the two-loops anomalous dimension can be computed exactly and reads 2
As an easy check, we see that Eq. (3.5) is in agreement with Eq. (2.9). Also, we notice the following remarkable shift symmetry (more on this in App. (A))
2 As usual, (nested) harmonic sums are recursively defined by
The four-loop ABA result
The four-loop ABA results can in principle be obtained analytically from the next-toleading order Baxter equation which is presented in App. (B). It can be much more easily be determined assuming maximal and uniform transcendentality of the participating harmonic sums and matching this Ansatz to the perturbative solution of the Bethe equations. We obtain the nice result
Again, as a check, we agree with Eq. (2.9). Also, and remarkably, Eq. (3.7) still enjoys the shift symmetry
Finally, as a further feature, we remark the following simple coefficient pattern
where a is a multi-index with transcendentality = 3, is a proper subset of all multiindices with transcendentality = 3, and
Notice that this pattern works also for the two-loop result with trivial modifications.
The four-loop wrapping contribution
The full anomalous dimension of twist-1 operators receives a wrapping contribution at four loops
We have worked out the wrapping contribution according to the proposal in [39] 3 . In that framework one obtains ÛÖ Ô ¾´AE µ ¡ Ï´AEµ 
The leading term can be written and we get Eq. (3.18).
The six-loop ABA result
With a certain effort, and using again maximal transcendentality, we have obtained the following six-loop formula
This formula is in agreement with Eq. (2.9), but the shift symmetry is broken. We do not know whether it must be an all-order property of the anomalous dimension. To any extent, the six loop result is affected by next-to-leading wrapping contributions which are not known even in AE . Therefore, we shall avoid any analysis of this result which, in our opinion, deserves a better treatment of wrapping effects.
Twist-2 4.1 The two-loop problem
The two-loop problem is not discussed in [36] 
The four-loop ABA result
After some calculation, we obtain 
The six-loop ABA result
At six-loop, we obtain
Eq. (4.8) is in agreement with Eq. (2.9). Remarkably, shift symmetry is not broken. Wrapping effects are expected to show up at this order.
A convenient reshuffling
Inspired by what happens in the case of AE twist-3 fields, we can rewrite the ABA results in terms of harmonic sums with positive indices and argument Å AE ¾ 4 . We find the simple expressions
Reciprocity and LBK wisdom: Large AE analysis
We can now come back to our main aim which is the analysis of possible QCD-inspired properties showing up in ¾Ò´AE µ 5 . Mimicking the AE case, we shall work out the expansion of the anomalous dimensions at large AE and look for peculiar properties 6 . For generic AE one can write ´AEµ «´AEµ ·´ ½µ AE ¬´AEµ
where « and ¬ have a smooth expansion in ½ AE with possible logarithmic enhancements. We shall consider the even AE case which turns out to be the most interesting. The general form of the large AE expansion is expected to be
We have already checked that the leading cusp logarithm is in agreement with property (a) discussed in the Introduction. So, as expected, logarithmic scaling works. Concerning properties (b)-(c), they are conveniently expressed in terms of the function È defined order by order in by the functional relation [7, 8, 9] ´AEµ È AE · ½ ¾ ´AEµ (5. 3)
The large AE expansion of È is similar to that of and reads
The Gribov-Lipatov reciprocity and LBK cancellations can be concisely expressed as follows.
- We recall once again that these seemingly technical conditions have a clear physical origin in the QCD context and are widely checked in AE . It remains to look for their manifestation in ABJM, at least at the level of the multi-loop asymptotic anomalous dimensions.
Twist-1
We define Ò AE and consider even AE. The expansion of the two loop anomalous dimensions is
At four loops, we find instead As we remarked, for twist-1, we do not discuss the six-loop result which is heavily affected by the wrapping corrections. The two loop result is parity invariant under the transformation ( ¼ in the Gribov-Lipatov reciprocity)
This is not a symmetry of the four loop result. Nevertheless, we can look at the four loop
After a brief calculation, we find We can summarize the result Eq. (5.12) by saying that the twist-1 ABA anomalous dimension is reciprocity respecting under Ò Ò up to four loops. Instead, no LBK cancellation is observed. The logarithmic enhancement which are observed in are the same as in È . This means that the single logarithms appearing in are not related to the lowest order ¾ .
Twist-2
For twist-2, we use the variable Ò AE ¾ and we find, with Ò Ò , the expansions at 2 and 4 loops We can summarize this result by saying that the twist-2 ABA anomalous dimension has leading order LBK inheritance up to six loops.
Conclusions
The ABJM theory shares many similarities with AE SYM at strong coupling where the dual Ë ¢CP ¿ replaces the maximal background Ë ¢Ë . Instead, at weak coupling, the two theories have a quite different structure. Nevertheless, the all-loop conjectured Bethe equations keep showing strong similarities. In particular, there is a sl´¾µ sector in both cases with very closely related Bethe Ansatz equations. In AE , this non-compact sector contains nice twist operators with a prominent role in the attempt to exchange ideas and conjectures with the observed AE ¼ physics.
It is natural and puzzling to ask whether QCD-inspired physical properties of AE SYM twist operators are robust enough to carry over to the ABJM context. This can only be possible if the structural similarity between the two theories is enough powerful. In this paper, we have focused on two non-trivial features of AE SYM twist operators, GribovLipatov reciprocity and Low-Burnett-Kroll cancellations. We have shown that these properties show up in a much softer and broken way compared to AE
. Nevertheless, various intriguing remnants of these physical properties are still found in ABJM.
Indeed, the multi-loop analysis of the (asymptotic) anomalous dimensions of twist-1 and 2 operators reveals a curious pattern. Twist-1 operators obey a four loop parity invariance closely related to conventional Gribov-Lipatov reciprocity. Instead, twist-2 operators have no non-trivial parity invariance, but display a variety of LBK cancellations up to six loops.
Were it not for the AE case, one could naively conclude that these features are accidental. We believe that this is not the case. Technically, they are due to the partial similarity of the ABJM and AE sl´¾µ sectors. Physically, it would be very interesting to look for arguments leading to Gribov-Lipatov reciprocity and Low-Burnett-Kroll wisdom in the case of the AE superconformal Chern-Simons theory.
A final comment is deserved by wrapping corrections. We have applied the KazakovGromov-Vieira formalism to the evaluation of the leading wrapping correction to twist-1 operators. It would be very interesting to work out closed formulae for this correction as well as explicit diagrammatic checks. If the proposed (conjectured) correction turns out to be correct, then our analysis confirms that wrapping is subleading at large AE as in AE (A.5)
B. Next-to-leading Baxter equation
We collect in this Appendix a few interesting results concerning the NLO Baxter equations for twist-1, 2 operators. These are meant as an analytical support to maximal transcendentality conjectures and as a first step toward an extension to ABJM of the AE results [43] .
B.1 Twist-1
The lowest order Baxter equations is From this result we can easily recover the four loop formula.
